
Behind its 90° magnifying lens the superb 1650 lumen, 14.4W per metre LEDs deliver a punch to sign facias and an unrivalled performance of even illumination.
The new Multi bracket is double slotted and has a chamber allowing the fitter to orientate the back plate fixing position from horizontal to vertical overcoming any fixing problems
in an instant. Multi bracket gives cold fingers a break from spanners with a clever and unique spring clip fixing captive in the channel at the rear of the sign light.

The clip slides and springs over a retaining nipple on the bracket fixing. This simple but innovative idea offers the fitter the fastest and most versatile fixing installation available over
ANY trough light in the UK. Smart new cast end caps with rear entry cable glands tidy and conceal unsightly cables from view. Longer runs of Ecolux Mini are quickly formed.
An IP68 connector is concealed within a new cast aluminium chamber and sits comfortably in step grommet allowing cables to easily and freely pass through.
Ecolux Mini has been independently tested and certified by the Lighting Industry Association laboratories - with certificates readily available upon request.

Further to this, full photometry compatible with RELUX and DIALUX lighting design programmes is available to download.

■ 5 year parts warranty

■ Full certification and ROHS compliant

■ 1650 lumen, 14.4W per metre,
 50,000 hour IP65 LED tape

■ 6000k cool white or 3000k warm white

■ Specially designed 90° magnifying lens
 with full photometry

■ IP67 LED drivers integral
 on sliding gear trays

■ Multi bracket offering horizontal
 and vertical fixing position

■ Spring clip rapid fixing

■ Rear cable entry end caps

■ IP68 connectors for longer runs

■ Photo cell switch available

■ RAL and BS colours upon request

■ Protected by UK registered design 6021380


